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Abstract
The property of gluon Reggeization plays an essential role in the derivation of the
Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) equation for the cross sections at high energy√
s in perturbative QCD. This property has been proved to all orders of perturbation
theory in the leading logarithmic approximation and it is assumed to be valid also
in the next-to-leading logarithmic approximation, where it has been checked only to
the first three orders of perturbation theory. From s-channel unitarity, however, very
stringent “bootstrap” conditions can be derived which, if fulfilled, leave no doubts
that gluon Reggeization holds.
The BFKL equation [1] is very important for the theory of Regge processes at high
energy
√
s in perturbative QCD, such as the deep inelastic e p scattering in the region of
small values of the Bjorken variable x, presently investigated at HERA. It was derived more
than twenty years ago in the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) [1], which means
summation of all the terms of the type (αs ln s)
n. Recently, the radiative corrections to
the equation have been calculated (see Ref. [1] for a review) and the explicit form of the
kernel of the equation in the next-to-leading approximation (NLA) for the case of forward
scattering became known [1].
The key role in the derivation of the BFKL equation is played by the gluon Reggeization.
“Reggeization” of a given elementary particle usually means that the amplitudes of the
scattering processes with exchange of the quantum numbers of that particle in the t-channel
go like sj(t) in the Regge limit s≫ |t|. The function j(t) is called “Regge trajectory” of the
given particle and takes the value of the spin of that particle when t is equal to its squared
mass. It is well-known that in QED the electron Reggeizes in perturbation theory [2], while
the photon remains elementary [3], while in QCD the gluon Reggeizes [4, 5] as well as the
quark [6]. In perturbative QCD, the notion of gluon Reggeization is used in a stronger
sense. It means not only that a Reggeon exists with the quantum numbers of the gluon,
negative signature and with a trajectory j(t) = 1 + ω(t) passing through 1 at t = 0, but
also that this Reggeon gives the leading contribution in each order of perturbation theory
to the amplitudes of the processes with large s and fixed (i.e. not growing with s) squared
momentum transfer t.
The simplest realization of the gluon Reggeization is in the elastic process A + B −→
A′ + B′ with exchange of gluon quantum numbers in the t-channel (see Fig. 1), whose
amplitude in the Regge limit takes the form
(
A−8
)A′B′
AB
= ΓcA′A
[(−s
−t
)j(t)
−
(
s
−t
)j(t)]
ΓcB′B . (1)
Here c is a color index and ΓcP ′P are the particle-particle-Reggeon (PPR) vertices, not
depending on s. They can be written in the form ΓcP ′P = g〈P ′|T c|P 〉ΓP ′P , where g is
pA
pB
pA′
pB′
pA pA′
ΦA′A
q1 q1 − q
q2 q2 − q
G
pB pB′
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Figure 1: (Left) Diagrammatical representation of (A−8 )A′B′AB . The zig-zag line is the
Reggeized gluon, the black blobs the PPR effective vertices. (Right) Diagrammatical rep-
resentation of (AR)A′B′AB from s-channel unitarity. The ovals are the impact factors of the
particles A and B, the circle is the Green function for the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering.
the QCD coupling constant and T c are the color group generators in the fundamental
(adjoint) representation for quarks (gluons)1. In the LLA this form of the amplitude has
been rigorously proved [7]: Γ
(0)
P ′P is given simply by δλP ′λP , where λP is the helicity of the
particle P , and the Reggeized gluon trajectory is needed with 1-loop accuracy [1],
ω(1)(t) =
g2t
(2π)D−1
N
2
∫
dD−2k⊥
k2⊥(q − k)2⊥
. (2)
Here D = 4 + 2ǫ has been introduced in order to regularize the infrared divergences and
the integration is performed in the space transverse to the momenta of the initial colliding
particles. In the NLA (resummation of the terms αn+1s (ln s)
n), the form (1) has been
checked in the first three orders of perturbation theory [1] and is only assumed to be valid
to all orders. In this approximation, the NLA contribution to the PPR vertices is needed,
which takes the form Γ
(1)
P ′P = δλP ′λPΓ
(+)
PP + δλP ′ ,−λPΓ
(−)
PP , where a helicity non-conserving
term appeared, and the Reggeized gluon trajectory enters with 2-loop accuracy.
On the other hand, the amplitude for the elastic scattering process A+B −→ A′ +B′
(for arbitrary color representation in the t-channel) can be determined from s-channel
unitarity, by expressing its imaginary part in terms of the inelastic amplitudes A+B −→
A˜+ B˜ + {n} and A′ +B′ −→ A˜+ B˜ + {n}, and then by reconstructing the full amplitude
by use of the dispersion relations. Of course, the additional particles {n} to be considered
in the intermediate states and their kinematical configurations depend on the adopted
approximation. It turns out (see for instance [1, 8]) that this amplitude can be written as
(see Fig. 1)
(AR)A′B′AB =
i s
(2π)D−1
∫
dD−2q1
~q 21 ~q
′ 2
1
∫
dD−2q2
~q 22 ~q
′ 2
2
∫ δ+i∞
δ−i∞
dω
sin(πω)
[(−s
s0
)ω
− τ
(
s
s0
)ω]
(3)
×∑
R,ν
Φ
(R,ν)
A′A (~q1, ~q; s0)G
(R)
ω (~q1, ~q2, ~q) Φ
(R,ν)
B′B (−~q2,−~q; s0) ,
where AR stands for the scattering amplitude with the representation R of the color group
in the t-channel, the index ν enumerates the states in the irreducible representation R and
1Throughout this paper only the case of quarks and gluons as colliding particles is considered.
G(R)ω is the Mellin transform of the Green function for the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering [8].
The signature τ is positive (negative) for symmetric (antisymmetric) representationR. The
parameter s0 is an arbitrary energy scale introduced in order to define the partial wave
expansion of the scattering amplitudes through the Mellin transform. The dependence on
this parameter disappears in the full expressions for the amplitudes. Φ
(R,ν)
P ′P are the so-called
impact factors, defined by
Φ
(R,ν)
P
′
P
(~qR,~q;s0) =
∫
dsPR
2πs
ImA(R,ν)
P
′
P
(pP , qR; ~q; s0) θ (sΛ − sPR) (4)
−1
2
∫
dD−2q′
~q ′2 (~q ′ − ~q)2Φ
(R,ν)
P
′
P
(~q ′, ~q)K(R)Br (~q ′, ~qR) ln
(
s2Λ
(~q ′ − ~qR) s0
)
,
where AP ′P is the particle-Reggeon scattering amplitude. This definition is valid both in
the LLA and in the NLA. In the former case, the second term in the R.H.S. of the above
equation as well as the θ function in the first term are not active. In the NLA, instead, the
second term behaves as a counterterm for the large sPR contribution to the first integral,
already taken into account in the LLA. The parameter sΛ disappears in the final expression
for the NLA impact factors.
The Green function obeys the generalized BFKL equation
ωG(R)ω (~q1, ~q2, ~q) = ~q
2
1 ~q
′ 2
1 δ
(D−2) (~q1 − ~q2) +
∫
dD−2qr
~q ′ 2r ~q
2
r
K(R) (~q1, ~qr; ~q)G(R)ω (~qr, ~q2; ~q) , (5)
where we have introduced the notation q′i ≡ qi − q. The kernel K(R) consists of two parts,
a “virtual” part, related with the Reggeized gluon trajectory, and a “real” part, related to
particle production:
K(R) (~q1, ~q2; ~q) =
[
ω
(
−~q 21
)
+ ω
(
−~q ′ 21
)]
~q 21 ~q
′ 2
1 δ
(D−2) (~q1 − ~q2) +K(R)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q) (6)
The “real” part of the kernel is defined by
K(R)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q) =
∫
dsRR
(2π)D
ImA(R)RR (q1, q2; ~q) θ (sΛ − sRR) (7)
−1
2
∫
dD−2q′
~q ′2 (~q ′ − ~q)2K
(R)B
r (~q1, ~q
′; ~q)K(R)Br (~q ′, ~q2; ~q) ln
(
s2Λ
(~q ′ − ~q1)2 (~q ′ − ~q2)2
)
,
where A(R)RR is the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering amplitude. Here the same arguments con-
cerning sΛ apply as in the discussion after Eq. (4). In the LLA, the Reggeized gluon
trajectory is needed at 1-loop accuracy and the only contribution to the “real” part of the
kernel is from the production of one gluon at Born level in the collision of two Reggeons
(K(B)RRG). In the NLA, the Reggeized gluon trajectory is needed at 2-loop accuracy and
the “real” part of the kernel takes contributions from one-gluon production at 1-loop level
(K(1)RRG) and from two-gluon and qq-pair production at Born level (K(B)RRGG and K(B)RRQQ,
respectively). The representation (3) for the elastic amplitude must reproduce with NLA
accuracy the representation (1), in the case of exchange of gluon quantum numbers (i.e.
color octet representation and negative signature) in the t-channel. This leads to two very
stringent “bootstrap” conditions [8]:
g2Nt
2 (2π)D−1
∫
dD−2q1
~q 21 ~q
′ 2
1
∫
dD−2q2
~q 22 ~q
′ 2
2
K(8)(1) (~q1, ~q2; ~q) = ω(1) (t)ω(2) (t) , (8)
ig
√
Nt
(2π)D−1
∫
dD−2q1
~q 21 ~q
′ 2
1
Φ
(8,a)(1)
A′A (~q1, ~q; s0)=Γ
a(1)
A′A ω
(1)(t)+
Γ
a(B)
A′A
2
[
ω(2)(t)+
(
ω(1)(t)
)2
ln
(
s0
~q 2
)]
.
(9)
The first of them involves the kernel of the generalized non-forward BFKL equation in the
octet color representation and at 1-loop order, together with the 1- and 2-loop contributions
to the Reggeized gluon trajectory; the second one involves the impact factors in the octet
color representation at 1-loop order together with the 1- and 2-loop contributions to the
Reggeized gluon trajectory and the PPR effective vertices at Born and 1-loop level. Besides
providing a stringent check of the gluon Reggeization in the NLA, the above equations are
important since they test, at least in part, the correctness of the year-long calculations
which lead to the NLA BFKL equation.
The first bootstrap condition has been considered for the part concerning the quark
contribution (massless case) [9]. The ingredients for this equation are the quark contribu-
tion to the 2-loop Reggeized gluon trajectory ω
(2)
Q (t) [1] and the quark contribution to the
“real” part of the NLA kernel in the octet color representation, KQ (8) (1)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q),
KQ (8) (1)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q) = KQ (8) (1)RRG (~q1, ~q2; ~q) +K(8)(B)RRQQ (~q1, ~q2; ~q) .
KQ (8) (1)RRG depends on the RRG effective vertex at Born level, γG(B)c1c2 [1] and on the real
part of the quark contribution to the RRG effective vertex at 1-loop level, γG (Q)(1)c1c2 [1];
K(8)(B)
RRQQ
depends instead on the RRQQ effective vertex, γQQc1c2 [1]. In Ref. [9] the quark
contribution to the “real” part of the kernel of the generalized BFKL equation, KQ (R) (1)r
has been calculated for singlet and octet color representation in the t-channel and it has
been explicitly shown that in the octet case the first bootstrap condition (8) is fulfilled for
arbitrary space-time dimension D.
The second bootstrap condition has been considered in the case of quark impact fac-
tors [10] and gluon impact factors [11]. In the case of quark impact factors, the intermediate
states to be considered in the determination of ImA(8,ν)
P
′
P
(see Eq. (4)) are one-quark at 1-
loop level and quark-gluon pair at Born level. In the case of gluon impact factors, the
intermediate states to be considered are one-gluon at 1-loop level and two-gluon and qq-
pair at Born level. Let us outline the main points of the calculation in the simpler case of
the quark impact factors. The contribution from the one-quark intermediate state involves
the convolution of the QQR effective vertex Γ
c (B)
QA at Born level with the QQR effective
vertex at 1-loop level Γ
c (1)
QA [12, 13] (here A stands for the colliding quark, Q for the quark in
the intermediate state). Differently from Γ
c (B)
QA , Γ
c (1)
QA contains also a helicity non-conserving
term. The contribution from the quark-gluon intermediate state involves the convolution
of two {QG}AR effective vertices Γc{QG}A at Born level [13]. Again, this contribution to
the quark impact factor will contain both helicity conserving and non-conserving terms. In
Ref. [10] the NLA quark impact factors have been given in terms of integrals for arbitrary
color state in the t-channel and non-forward case. For the octet color representation it has
been explicitly shown that the second bootstrap condition is fulfilled, both for the helicity
conserving and non-conserving parts of the quark impact factors and for arbitrary space-
time dimension D. It must be stressed that the check of the bootstrap for the helicity
conserving part represents a check of correctness of previous calculations more than a real
test for the gluon Reggeization, since this part is not quite independent of the calculation of
the two-loop correction to the gluon trajectory. The check of the bootstrap for the helicity
non-conserving part is instead a really new check of the gluon Reggeization. The explicit
calculation of the integrals appearing in the expression for the quark impact factors has
been performed in the case of massless quarks [10].
The future work includes the check of the first bootstrap condition for the part concern-
ing the gluon contribution [14]. The ingredients for this equation are the gluon contribution
to the 2-loop Reggeized gluon trajectory ω
(2)
G (t) [1] and the gluon contribution to the “real”
part of the NLA kernel in the octet color representation, KG (8) (1)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q),
KG (8) (1)r (~q1, ~q2; ~q) = KG (8) (1)RRG (~q1, ~q2; ~q) +K(8)(B)RRGG (~q1, ~q2; ~q) .
KG (8) (1)RRG depends on the RRG effective vertex at Born level γG(B)c1c2 [1] and on the real part
of the gluon contribution to the RRG effective vertex at 1-loop level γG (G)(1)c1c2 [1], known for
arbitrary kinematics only in the D → 4 limit. The determination of γG (G)(1)c1c2 for arbitrary
space-time dimension D, in terms of uncalculated integrals (that is enough at least for the
check of the bootstrap) is in progress [14]. K(8)(B)RRGG depends on the RRGG effective vertex
γGGc1c2 [1] and is known [15, 1]. The final step will be the check that the first bootstrap
condition (8) is fulfilled also for the gluon part of the kernel of the generalized non-forward
BFKL equation for arbitrary space-time dimension D [14]. This check is already known to
be fulfilled in the physical limit D → 4 [1, 16].
Very recently, another set of “strong” bootstrap conditions has been derived [17, 18],
based on the assumption of NLA Reggeization of Reggeon-particle scattering amplitudes.
As a consequence of this assumption, it turns out that the impact factors of any colliding
particle in the octet color representation are proportional to the related PPR effective
vertex, with a universal coefficient function.
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